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Executive summary
Purpose of this report*

Audit timetable

The purpose of this Audit Findings Report is to assist you in your review
of the results of our audit of the financial statements of Global Disciples
Canada (the “Entity”) as at and for the year ended June 30, 2018.

Our key activities during the year are designed to achieve our one principal
objective: to provide a robust audit, efficiently delivered by a high quality
team focused on key issues.

Materiality

The timeline of our audit is in line with prior years.

We determine materiality in order to plan and perform the audit and to
evaluate the effects of identified misstatements on the audit and of any
uncorrected misstatements on the financial statements. For the current
year, materiality of $10,000 has been determined.

Adjustments and differences

See page 5

Key areas of focus

We identified one adjustment that was communicated to management and
subsequently corrected in the financial statements.
We did not identify adjustments that remain uncorrected.
See page 8

As part of the planning process, we did not identify any significant audit
risks but we have identified areas of audit focus.
We are satisfied that our audit work as appropriately dealt with the areas
of focus.
See page 6-7

*This Audit Findings Report should not be used for any other purpose or by anyone other than those charged with governance. KPMG shall have no responsibility or liability
for loss or damages or claims, if any, to or by any third party as this Audit Findings Report has not been prepared for, and is not intended for, and should not be used by, any
third party or for any other purpose.
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Executive summary (continued)
Finalizing the audit

Independence

As of the date of this report, we have completed the audit of the financial
statements, with the exception of certain remaining procedures, which
include the following:

As required by professional standards, we have considered all
relationships between KPMG and the Entity that may have a bearing on
our independence. We confirm that we are independent with respect to
the Entity within the meaning of the relevant rules and related
interpretations prescribed by the relevant professional bodies in Canada
and any applicable legislation or regulation from July 1, 2017 up to the
date of this report.

– Completion of subsequent review procedures with management;
– Completing our discussions with the Board of Directors (the “Board”);
– Obtaining evidence of the Board approval of the financial statements;
– Receipt of the signed management representation letter, to be dated
upon approval of the financial statements.
We will update you on significant matters, if any, arising from the
completion of the audit, including the completion of the above procedures.
Our auditors’ report will be dated upon the completion of any remaining
procedures.

Control and other observations
In accordance with professional standards, we are required to
communicate to the Board any control deficiencies that we determined,
individually or in the aggregate, to be significant (“significant deficiencies”).
We did not identify any control deficiencies that we determined to be
significant deficiencies in internal controls over financial reporting (ICFR).

Critical accounting estimates
Overall, we did not note any significant areas of accounting estimates.

Significant accounting policies & practices
There have been no initial selections of, or changes to, significant
accounting policies and practices to bring to your attention.
Additionally, the presentation and disclosure of the financial statements
are, in all material respects, in accordance with the Entity’s relevant
financial reporting framework.
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Materiality
The determination of materiality requires professional judgment and is based on a combination of quantitative and qualitative assessments including the
nature of account balances and financial statement disclosures.
The first step is the determination of the amounts used for planning purposes as follows:

Materiality
determination

Comments

Amount

Metrics

Relevant metrics include net assets, total revenue, and total expenses.

N/A

Benchmark

Based on prior year’s total expenses. This benchmark is consistent with other not-for-profit
(“NPO”) organizations and with the prior year.

$376,936

Materiality

Determined to plan and perform the audit and to evaluate the effects of identified
misstatements on the audit and of any uncorrected misstatements on the financial
statements. The corresponding amount for the prior year’s audit was $10,000.

$10,000

% of Benchmark

The industry standard percentage for the audit is between 0.5% and 3.0%. The
corresponding amount for the prior year’s audit was 2.7%.

Performance materiality

Used 75% of materiality, and used primarily to determine the nature, timing and extent of
audit procedures. The corresponding amount for the prior year’s audit was $7,500.

Audit Misstatement Posting
Threshold (“AMPT”)

Threshold used to accumulate misstatements identified during the audit. The corresponding
amount for the prior year’s audit was $500.

2.7%
$7,500
$500

Professional standards require us to re-assess materiality at the completion of our audit based on period-end results or new information in order to confirm
whether the amount determined for planning purposes remains appropriate. Our assessment of misstatements, if any, in amounts or disclosures at the
completion of our audit will include the consideration of both quantitative and qualitative factors.
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Key areas of focus
Inherent risk of material misstatement is the susceptibility of a balance or assertion to misstatement which could be material, individually or when aggregated
with other misstatements, assuming that there are no related controls. We have not identified any significant financial reporting risks. However, we highlight
our findings in the key focus areas.

Areas of audit
focus
Deferred
revenue

Why

Our response and findings

Contributions received for specific
purposes are recorded as deferred
revenue until they are spent on
eligible expenditures in accordance
with the underlying agreements.

– In fiscal 2018, the Entity received $62,563 (2017 - $31,705) during the year to fund
expenditures related to director travel expenses. During the year, the Entity recognized
$42,248 (2017 -$22,457) as revenue to match expenses incurred in the current year.

– We obtained documentation ascertaining that the funding received is for a specific purpose
and assessed management’s recording of these contributions in the financial statements.

– We ensured that the revenues and expenses recorded on the financial statements are
related specifically to their intended purpose.
Qualified
auditors’ report

The Entity receives a significant
amount of donations, the
completeness of which is not
susceptible to satisfactory audit
verification.

– We performed a review of the process and controls of collecting and recording of donations.
– Our verification of these revenues was limited to the amounts recorded in the records of the
Entity and we were not able to determine whether any adjustments might be necessary to
donation revenues and excess of revenue over expenses, asset, and fund balances.
Accordingly, we have issued a qualified audit opinion.
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Key areas of focus (continued)
Professional standards presume the risk of fraudulent revenue recognition and the risk of management override of controls exist in all organizations.
The risk of fraudulent recognition can be rebutted, but the risk of management override of control cannot, since management is typically in a unique position
to perpetrate fraud because of its ability to manipulate accounting records and prepare fraudulent financial statements by overriding controls that otherwise
appear to be operating effectively.

Areas of audit
focus
Risk of
management
override of
controls

Why

Our response and findings

Professional standards require
certain procedures to be performed
to address the presumed risk of
management override of controls.

– Procedures included the testing of journal entries, performing a retrospective review of
estimates and evaluating the business rationale of significant unusual transactions.

– We have evaluated the design and implementation of relevant controls with no issues
noted.

– We have noted no significant issues with respect to management override of controls.
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Adjustments and differences
Adjustments and differences identified during the audit have been categorized as “Corrected adjustments” or “Uncorrected differences”. These include
disclosure adjustments and differences. Professional standards require that we request of management and the Board that all identified differences be
corrected. We have already made this request of management.

Corrected adjustments
The management representation letter includes all adjustments identified as a result of the audit, communicated to management and subsequently corrected
in the financial statements.

Uncorrected differences
We did not identify differences that remain uncorrected.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Required communications
Appendix 2: Audit quality and risk management
Appendix 3: Background and professional standards
Appendix 4: Management representation letter
Appendix 5: Engagement letter
Appendix 6: Current developments
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Appendix 1: Required communications
In accordance with professional standards, there are a number of communications that are required during the course of and upon completion of our audit.
These include:

–

Engagement letter – the objectives of the audit, our responsibilities
in carrying out our audit, as well as management’s responsibilities, are
set out in the engagement letter and any subsequent amendment
letters. See Appendix 5.

–

Auditors’ report – the conclusion of our audit is set out in our draft
auditors’ report included in the draft financial statements.

–

Management representation letter – We will obtain the signed letter
from management at the completion of the annual audit. In
accordance with professional standards, copies of the management
representation letter are provided to the Board. The draft management
representation letter is attached in Appendix 4.

–

Required inquiries – professional standards require that during the
planning of our audit we obtain your views on risk of fraud and other
matters. We make similar inquiries to management as part of our
planning process; responses to these will assist us in planning our
overall audit strategy and audit approach. Accordingly, we would like
you to consider the following questions:
o

Are you aware of any significant fraud risks facing the Entity?

o

How do you exercise effective oversight of management’s process
for identifying and responding to the risk of fraud and the internal
controls that management has established to mitigate these fraud
risks?

o

Are you aware of or have you identified any instances of actual,
suspected or alleged non-compliance with laws and regulations or
fraud, including misconduct or unethical behaviour related to
financial reporting or misappropriation of assets? If so, have the
instances been appropriately addressed and how have they been
addressed?

o

Are you aware of the Entity entering into any significant unusual
activities?

If you have any matters that you would like to bring to our attention on the
above questions, please contact Tim Holloway, Engagement Partner. We
will consider the absence of a response as confirmation that the Board is
not aware of any issues noted above.
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Appendix 2: Audit quality and risk management
KPMG maintains a system of quality control designed to reflect our drive and
determination to deliver independent, unbiased advice and opinions, and also
meet
the
requirements
of
Canadian
professional
standards.

Quality control is fundamental to our business and is the responsibility of every
partner and employee. The following diagram summarises the six key elements of
our quality control systems.

Visit our Audit Quality Resources page for more information including access to our audit quality report, Audit quality: Our hands-on process.

–

Other controls include:

–

–

–

–

–

Before the firm issues its audit
report, the Quality Reviewer
reviews the appropriateness
of key elements of publicly
listed client audits.
Technical department and
specialist resources provide
real-time support to audit
teams in the field.

We conduct regular reviews of
engagements
and
partners.
Review teams are independent
and the work of every audit partner
is reviewed at least once every
three years.
We have policies and guidance to
ensure that work performed by
engagement personnel meets
applicable professional standards,
regulatory requirements and the
firm’s standards of quality.
All KPMG partners and staff are
required to act with integrity and
objectivity and comply with
applicable laws, regulations and
professional standards at all times.

Independence,
integrity, ethics
and objectivity

Other risk
management
quality controls

–

We do not offer services that would
impair our independence.

–

The processes we employ to help
retain and develop people include:

– Assignment based on skills and

Personnel
management

experience;

– Performance evaluation;
– Development and training; and
– Appropriate supervision and
coaching.

Acceptance &
continuance of
clients /
engagements

Independent
monitoring

Engagement
performance
standards

–

We have policies and procedures for
deciding whether to accept or
continue a client relationship or to
perform a specific engagement for
that client.

–

Existing audit relationships are
reviewed annually and evaluated to
identify instances where we should
discontinue
our
professional
association with the client.
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Appendix 3: Background and professional standards
Internal control over financial reporting
As your auditors, we are required to obtain an understanding of internal
control over financial reporting (ICFR) relevant to the preparation and fair
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the financial statements, but not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on internal control. Accordingly, we do not
express an opinion on the effectiveness of internal control.
Our understanding of ICFR was for the limited purpose described above
and was not designed to identify all control deficiencies that might be
significant deficiencies and therefore, there can be no assurance that all
significant deficiencies and other control deficiencies have been identified.
Our awareness of control deficiencies varies with each audit and is
influenced by the nature, timing, and extent of audit procedures performed,
as well as other factors.
The control deficiencies communicated to you are limited to those control
deficiencies that we identified during the audit.
Additionally, typical of organizations your size, we draw to the Board’s
attention the fact that, due to the limited number of employees at the
organization, the weaknesses arising from a lack of segregation of duties
is difficult to avoid. As a result, constant diligence and review of financial
information by the Board is necessary.

Documents containing or referring to the
audited financial statements
We are required by our professional standards to read only documents
containing or referring to audited financial statements and our related
auditors’ report that are available through to the date of our auditors’
report. The objective of reading these documents through to the date of
our auditors’ report is to identify material inconsistencies, if any, between
the audited financial statements and the other information. We also have
certain responsibilities, if on reading the other information for the purpose
of identifying material inconsistencies, we become aware of an apparent
material misstatement of fact.
We are also required by our professional standards when the financial
statements are translated into another language to consider whether each
version, available through to the date of our auditors’ report, contains the
same information and carries the same meaning.
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Appendix 4: Management representation letter
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MANAGEMENT REPRESENTATION LETTER
KPMG LLP
3275 Simon Avenue
Abbotsford BC V2T 4W6
September 17, 2018
Ladies and Gentlemen:
We are writing at your request to confirm our understanding that your audit was for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the financial statements (hereinafter referred to as “financial statements”)
of Global Disciples Canada (“the Entity”) as at and for the period ended June 30, 2018.
General:
We confirm that the representations we make in this letter are in accordance with the definitions as
set out in Attachment I to this letter.
We also confirm that, to the best of our knowledge and belief, having made such inquiries as we
considered necessary for the purpose of appropriately informing ourselves:
Responsibilities:
1)

We have fulfilled our responsibilities, as set out in the terms of the engagement letter dated
August 16, 2017 including for:
a) the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements and believe that these
financial statements have been prepared and present fairly in accordance with the
relevant financial reporting framework.
b) providing you with all information of which we are aware that is relevant to the preparation
of the financial statements, such as all financial records and documentation and other
matters, including:
(i) the names of all related parties and information regarding all relationships and
transactions with related parties; and
(ii) the complete minutes of meetings, or summaries of actions of recent meetings for
which minutes have not yet been prepared, of shareholders, board of directors and
committees of the board of directors that may affect the financial statements. All
significant actions are included in such summaries.
c) providing you with unrestricted access to such relevant information.
d) providing you with complete responses to all enquiries made by you during the
engagement.
e) providing you with additional information that you may request from us for the purpose of
the engagement.

f)

providing you with unrestricted access to persons within the Entity from whom you
determined it necessary to obtain audit evidence.

g) such internal control as we determined is necessary to enable the preparation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. We
also acknowledge and understand that we are responsible for the design, implementation
and maintenance of internal control to prevent and detect fraud.

h) ensuring that all transactions have been recorded in the accounting records and are
reflected in the financial statements.

i)

ensuring that internal auditors providing direct assistance to you, if any, were instructed
to follow your instructions and that management, and others within the entity, did not
intervene in the work the internal auditors performed for you.

Internal control over financial reporting:
2)

We have communicated to you all deficiencies in the design and implementation or
maintenance of internal control over financial reporting of which we are aware.

Fraud & non-compliance with laws and regulations:
3)

We have disclosed to you:
a) the results of our assessment of the risk that the financial statements may be materially
misstated as a result of fraud.
b) all information in relation to fraud or suspected fraud that we are aware of that involves:

— management;
— employees who have significant roles in internal control over financial reporting; or
— others
where such fraud or suspected fraud could have a material effect on the financial
statements.
c) all information in relation to allegations of fraud, or suspected fraud, affecting the financial
statements, communicated by employees, former employees, analysts, regulators, or
others.
d) all known instances of non-compliance or suspected non-compliance with laws and
regulations, including all aspects of contractual agreements, whose effects should be
considered when preparing financial statements.
e) all known actual or possible litigation and claims whose effects should be considered
when preparing the financial statements.

Subsequent events:
4)

All events subsequent to the date of the financial statements and for which the relevant
financial reporting framework requires adjustment or disclosure in the financial statements
have been adjusted or disclosed.

Related parties:

5)

We have disclosed to you the identity of the Entity’s related parties.

6)

We have disclosed to you all the related party relationships and transactions/balances of
which we are aware.

7)

All related party relationships and transactions/balances have been appropriately accounted
for and disclosed in accordance with the relevant financial reporting framework.

Estimates:
8)

Measurement methods and significant assumptions used by us in making accounting
estimates, including those measured at fair value, are reasonable.

Going concern:
9)

We have provided you with all information relevant to the use of the going concern assumption
in the financial statements.

10)

We confirm that we are not aware of material uncertainties related to events or conditions that
may cast significant doubt upon the Entity’s ability to continue as a going concern.

Misstatements:
11)

We approve the corrected misstatements identified by you during the audit described
in Attachment II.

Non-SEC registrants or non-reporting issuers:
12)

We confirm that the Entity is not a Canadian reporting issuer (as defined under any applicable
Canadian securities act) and is not a United States Securities and Exchange Commission
(“SEC”) Issuer (as defined by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002). We also confirm that the
financial statements of the Entity will not be included in the consolidated financial statements
of a Canadian reporting issuer audited by KPMG or an SEC Issuer audited by any member
of the KPMG organization.

Yours very truly,

GLOBAL DISCIPLES CANADA

_______________________________________
Jason Pohl, National Director

Attachment I – Definitions
Materiality
Certain representations in this letter are described as being limited to matters that are material.
Misstatements, including omissions, are considered to be material if they, individually or in the
aggregate, could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
basis of the financial statements. Judgments about materiality are made in light of surrounding
circumstances, and are affected by the size or nature of a misstatement, or a combination of both.
Fraud & error
Fraudulent financial reporting involves intentional misstatements including omissions of amounts or
disclosures in financial statements to deceive financial statement users.
Misappropriation of assets involves the theft of an entity’s assets. It is often accompanied by false or
misleading records or documents in order to conceal the fact that the assets are missing or have been
pledged without proper authorization.
An error is an unintentional misstatement in financial statements, including the omission of an amount
or a disclosure.
Related parties
In accordance with Canadian accounting standards for non-for-profit organizations a related party is
defined as:

•

a party that exists when one party has the ability to exercise, directly or indirectly, control, joint
control or significant influence over the other. Two or more parties are related when they are
subject to common control, joint control or common significant influence. Two not-for-profit
organizations are related parties if one has an economic interest in the other. Related parties also
include management and immediate family members.

In accordance with Canadian accounting standards for non-for-profit organizations a related party
transaction is defined as:

•

a transfer of economic resources or obligations between related parties, or the provision of
services by one party to a related party, regardless of whether any consideration is exchanged.
The parties to the transaction are related prior to the transaction. When the relationship arises as
a result of the transaction, the transaction is not one between related parties.

Attachment II – Summary of Audit Misstatements Schedule(s)
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Appendix 5: Engagement letter
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KPMG LLP
32575 Simon Avenue
Abbotsford BC V2T 4W6
Canada
Tel 604-854-2200
Fax 604-853-2756

PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL
Mr. Jason Pohl
National Director
Global Disciples Canada
PO Box 16038
Sumas Mountain PO
Abbotsford, BC V3G 0C6
August 16, 2017
Dear Sir:
The purpose of this letter is to outline the terms of our engagement to audit the annual
financial statements of Global Disciples Canada (the "Entity"), commencing for the
period ending June 30, 2017.
The terms of the engagement outlined in this letter will continue in effect from period to
period, unless amended or terminated in writing.
The attached Terms and Conditions and any exhibits, attachments and appendices
hereto and subsequent amendments form an integral part of the terms of this
engagement and are incorporated herein by reference (collectively the "Engagement
Letter").
FINANCIAL REPORTING FRAMEWORK FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The annual financial statements will be prepared and presented in accordance with
Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations (hereinafter referred to as
the "financial reporting framework").
The annual financial statements will include an adequate description of the financial
reporting framework (hereinafter referred to as the “financial statements” or “annual
financial statements”).
MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSIBILITIES
Management responsibilities are described in Appendix – Management’s
Responsibilities.
An audit does not relieve management or those charged with governance of their
KPMG LLP is a Canadian limited liability partnership and a member firm of the KPMG network of independent
member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International"), a Swiss entity.
KPMG Canada provides services to KPMG LLP.
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August 16, 2017

responsibilities.
AUDITORS' RESPONSIBILITIES
Our responsibilities are described in Appendix – Auditor’s Responsibilities.
If management does not fulfill the responsibilities above, we cannot complete our audit.
AUDITORS' DELIVERABLES
The expected form and content of our report(s) is provided in Appendix - Expected Form
of Report. However, there may be circumstances in which a report may differ from its
expected form and content.
In addition, if we become aware of information that relates to the financial statements
after we have issued our audit report , but which was not known to us at the date of our
audit report, and which is of such a nature and from such a source that we would have
investigated that information had it come to our attention during the course of our audit,
we will, as soon as practicable: (1) communicate such an occurrence to those charged
with governance; and (2) undertake an investigation to determine whether the
information is reliable and whether the facts existed at the date of our audit report.
Further, management agrees that in conducting that investigation, we will have the full
cooperation of the Entity’s personnel. If the subsequently discovered information is found
to be of such a nature that: (a) our audit report would have been affected if the
information had been known as of the date of our audit report; and (b) we believe that
the audit report is currently being relied upon or is likely to be relied upon by someone
who would attach importance to the information, appropriate steps will be taken by
KPMG and appropriate steps will also be taken by the Entity to prevent further reliance
on our audit report.
Such steps include, but may not be limited to, appropriate disclosures by the Entity to the
users of the financial statements and audit report thereon of the newly discovered facts
and the impact to the financial statements.
INCOME TAX COMPLIANCE AND ADVISORY SERVICES
This letter details the tax compliance and general tax advisory services to be provided to
the Entity for the year ended June 30, 2017 and in the future. If there are tax services to
be delivered outside the scope of those described in this letter, we will require a separate
engagement letter for those services.
We will perform the following services under the terms of this engagement:
Tax compliance services
We will prepare federal and provincial income tax returns and supporting schedules for
the Entity. We will not audit or independently verify the data you provide for the
preparation of the returns. However, we may ask for clarification of some of the
information.
If we are electronically filing your corporate tax return we will be sending you a copy of
federal Form T183 Information Return for Corporations Filing Electronically for your
review and signature. Please note that we will not electronically file your return until we
receive back the signed copy of this form. The signed copy of Form T183 may be sent
2
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electronically.
The T1135 Return must be completed if at any time during 2017 the total cost of all
specified foreign property you owned or held a beneficial interest in was more than
Cdn$100,000. The T1135 Return will now involve significant data gathering by you in
order to provide us with the information required to complete the form. The T1135
Return must be filed on or before the due date of your income tax return or in the case of
a partnership that is required to file a T1135 Return, the due date of the partnership
return. The implications of late filing and/or failure to properly report foreign property on
the T1135 Return are substantial. They include significant penalties and an increase to
the normal reassessment period of your entire income tax return by an additional 3
years.
Our engagement with respect to tax compliance and general tax advisory services,
cannot be relied on to uncover errors or irregularities in the underlying information
incorporated in the tax returns, should any exist. However, we will inform you of any
such matters that come to our attention. Because management has ultimate
responsibility for the tax returns including any significant judgments made, please have
the appropriate corporate officer review the returns before signing and filing them.
All returns are subject to examination by the tax authorities. In preparing the returns, we
rely on your representations and that you understand and have complied with the
documentation requirements for all expenses and deductions. You should retain
originals of all documents and records as, in the event of an examination, you may be
asked to produce documents, records or other evidence to substantiate the items of
income and deduction shown on the tax returns. KPMG does not retain copies of any
documentation. If an examination occurs, we will be available, on request, to assist you.
Such additional services are not included in the fees specified in this letter.
General tax advisory services
Our tax advice generally falls under one of the following situations:
1.

On an ongoing basis, we will provide advisory services of a general nature relating
to various income, capital, payroll and indirect tax matters as they arise. This type
of service generally arises on a periodic basis as a result of preliminary inquiries
made by you. In rendering these services, it is important to recognize that the
advice provided is dependent on the detail of the information provided and the
environment in which it is rendered. When professional judgment suggests written
confirmation of the facts and advice is necessary, we will draft the appropriate
correspondence to ensure the appropriate standard of care is met by all parties.

2.

Periodically, you will seek detailed advice from us in connection with a specific
transaction or undertaking you are contemplating. In such a situation, our advice
will be based on the information provided to us. It is the responsibility of the Entity to
ensure we are provided with all the information necessary in order for us to render
the advice sought. Our tax advice will most likely be communicated to you, or your
designate, in writing.

Our tax advisory services, both written and oral, will be based on the facts and
assumptions submitted to us. We will not independently verify this information.
Inaccuracy or incompleteness of the information could have a material effect on our
conclusions.
Our advice will be limited to the conclusions specifically set forth in our reporting letter
3
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and KPMG will not express an opinion with respect to any other federal, provincial or
foreign tax or legal aspect of the transactions described therein. It should be noted that
the Canada Revenue Agency and/or the relevant provincial tax authority and/or any
other governmental tax authority (collectively a Tax or Revenue Authority) could take a
different position with respect to these transactions, in which case it may be necessary
for you to defend this position on appeal from an assessment or litigate the dispute
before the courts, including one or more appellate courts, in order for our conclusions to
prevail. If a settlement were reached with a Tax or Revenue Authority or if such appeal
and litigation were not, or were not entirely, successful, the result would likely be
different from the views we express in our reporting letter. Unless expressly provided
for, KPMG’s services do not include representing Client in the event of a challenge by a
Tax or Revenue Authority or litigation before any court.
Advice delivered outside the scope described in this letter will require a separate
engagement letter. In addition, after providing the advice referred to herein, we will not
be responsible for updating such advice to take into account any subsequent changes in
law or administrative practice unless specifically provided for under the terms of this
engagement.
FEES
Appendix - Fees for Professional Services to this letter lists our fees for professional
services to be performed under this Engagement Letter.
* * * * * * * * *
We are available to provide a wide range of services beyond those outlined above.
Additional services are subject to separate terms and arrangements.
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Appendix - Management’s Responsibilities
Management acknowledges and understands that they are responsible for:
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

(h)

the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance with the financial
reporting framework referred to above
providing us with access to all information of which management is aware that is relevant to the
preparation of the financial statements such as financial records, documentation and other matters,
including the names of all related parties and information regarding all relationships and
transactions with related parties and including complete minutes of meetings, or summaries of
actions of recent meetings for which minutes have not yet been prepared, of shareholders, board
of directors, and committees of the board of directors that may affect the financial statements
providing us with additional information that we may request from management for the purpose of
the engagement
providing us with unrestricted access to persons within the Entity from whom we determine it
necessary to obtain audit evidence
such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Management also acknowledges and understands that they are responsible for the design,
implementation and maintenance of internal control to prevent and detect fraud
ensuring that all transactions have been recorded and are reflected in the financial statements
providing us with written representations required to be obtained under professional standards and
written representations that we determine are necessary. Management also acknowledges and
understands that, as required by professional standards, we may disclaim an audit opinion when
management does not provide certain written representations required
ensuring that internal auditors providing direct assistance to us, if any, will be instructed to follow
our instructions and that management, and others within the entity, will not intervene in the work
the internal auditors perform for us
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Appendix - Auditor's Responsibilities
Our function as auditors of the Entity is:
 to express an opinion on whether the Entity's annual financial statements, prepared by management with
the oversight of those charged with governance, are, in all material respects, in accordance with the
financial reporting framework referred to above
 to report on the annual financial statements
We will conduct the audit of the Entity's annual financial statements in accordance with Canadian generally
accepted auditing standards and relevant ethical requirements, including those pertaining to independence
(hereinafter referred to as applicable "professional standards").
We will plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the annual financial
statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. Accordingly, we
will, among other things:
 identify and assess risks of material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, based on an
understanding of the Entity and its environment, including the Entity's internal control. In making those risk
assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the Entity's preparation of the annual financial
statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Entity's internal control
 obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence about whether material misstatements exist, through designing
and implementing appropriate responses to the assessed risks
 form an opinion on the Entity's annual financial statements based on conclusions drawn from the audit
evidence obtained
 communicate matters required by professional standards, to the extent that such matters come to our
attention, to the appropriate level of management, those charged with governance and/or the board of
directors. The form (oral or in writing) and the timing will depend on the importance of the matter and the
requirements under professional standards
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Appendix - Expected Form of Report

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
To the Shareholders
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Global Disciples Canada, which comprise the
statement of financial position as at June 30, 2017, the statements of operations, changes in net assets and
cash flows for the year then ended, and notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory information.
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations, and for such internal control
as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors' Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted
our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that
we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on our judgment, including the assessment of the
risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk
assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the entity's preparation and fair presentation of the
financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal control. An audit also
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Global
Disciples Canada as at June 30, 2017, and its results of operations and its cash flows for the year then
ended in accordance with Canadian accounting standards for not-for-profit organizations.
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Appendix - Fees for Professional Services
KPMG's fees are based on the quality of the Entity's accounting records, the agreed upon level of
preparation and assistance from the Entity's personnel, and adherence to the agreed upon timetable. It is
also assumed that the Entity's financial statements are in accordance with the applicable financial reporting
framework and that there are no significant new or changed accounting policies or issues, or financial
reporting, internal control over financial reporting or other reporting issues. KPMG will inform the Entity on a
timely basis if these factors are not in place.
Additional time may be incurred for such matters as significant issues, significant unusual and/or complex
transactions, informing management about new professional standards, and any related accounting advice.
Where these matters arise and require research, consultation and work beyond that previously
contemplated, no significant additional work will proceed without management's concurrence, and, if
applicable, without the concurrence of those charged with governance.
Upon completion of these services KPMG will review with the Entity any fees and expenses incurred,
following which KPMG will render the final billing. Routine administrative expenses such as long distance
telephone calls, photocopies, fax charges, printing of statements and reports, postage and delivery and
secretarial and report department assistance will be charged on the basis of a percentage of KPMG's
professional costs. Other disbursements for items such as travel, accommodation and meals will be
charged based on KPMG's actual disbursements.
KPMG's invoices are due and payable upon receipt. Amounts overdue are subject to interest. In order to
avoid the possible implication that unpaid fees might be viewed as creating a threat to KPMG's
independence, it is important that KPMG's bills be paid promptly when rendered. If a situation arises in which
it may appear that KPMG's independence is threatened because of significant unpaid bills, KPMG may be
prohibited from signing the report and, if applicable, any consent.
Fees for any other services will be billed separately from the services described in this engagement letter
and may be subject to written terms and conditions supplemental to those in this letter.
Goods and Services Tax (GST) will be computed and shown separately on our invoices, together with our
firm’s GST registration number, so that you will have the information required to claim input tax credits and
input tax refunds, if applicable.
Our professional fees are also subject to a 7% technology and support charge to cover information
technology infrastructure costs and administrative support of our client service personnel which are not
included in our client service personnel fee. The technology and support fee covers costs such as our client
service personnel computer hardware and customized KPMG software, telecommunications equipment,
client service professional administrative support, IT programming professional services and other client
support services. Other direct out-of-pocket costs, such as travel, will be charged separately based on our
actual costs.
The Entity and KPMG agree to a fee based on actual hours incurred at mutually agreed-upon rates. The
estimated fee for the services described in this letter will range from $5,500 to $6,000. Circumstances
encountered during the performance of these services that warrant additional time or expense could cause
us to be unable to deliver them within the above estimates. We will endeavor to notify you of any such
circumstances as they are assessed.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ASSURANCE ENGAGEMENTS
These Terms and Conditions are an integral part of the
accompanying engagement letter or proposal from KPMG that
identifies the engagement to which they relate (and collectively
form the “Engagement Letter”). This Engagement Letter
supersedes all written or oral representations on this matter. The
term “Entity” used herein has the meaning set out in the
accompanying engagement letter or proposal. The term
“Management” used herein means the management of the
Entity.
1. SEVERABILITY.
The provisions of these Terms and Conditions and the
accompanying proposal or engagement letter shall only apply to
the extent that they are not prohibited by a mandatory provision
of applicable law, regulation or professional standards. If any of
the provisions of these Terms and Conditions or the
accompanying proposal or engagement letter are determined to
be invalid, void or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of
these Terms and Conditions or the accompanying proposal or
engagement letter, as the case may be, shall not be affected,
impaired or invalidated, and each such provision shall remain
valid and in effect and be enforceable and binding on the parties
to the fullest extent permitted by law.
2. GOVERNING LAW.
This Engagement Letter shall be subject to and governed by the
laws of the province where KPMG's principal office performing
this engagement is located (without regard to such province's
rules on conflicts of law).
3. LLP STATUS.
KPMG LLP is a registered limited liability Partnership (“LLP”)
established under the laws of the Province of Ontario and, where
applicable, has been registered extra-provincially under
provincial legislation. KPMG is a partnership, but its partners
have a degree of limited liability. A partner is not personally liable
for any debts, obligations or liabilities of the LLP that arise from a
negligent act or omission by another partner or by any other
person under that other partner's direct supervision or control.
The legislation relating to limited liability partnerships does not,
however, reduce or limit the liability of the firm. The firm's
insurance exceeds the mandatory professional indemnity
insurance requirements established by the relevant professional
bodies. Subject to the other provisions hereof, all partners of the
LLP remain personally liable for their own actions and/or actions
of those they directly supervise or control.
4. DOCUMENTS AND INFORMATION.
Management's cooperation in providing us with documents and
related information and agreed-upon assistance on a timely
basis is an important factor in being able to issue our report.
Entity agrees that all management functions/responsibilities will
be performed and all management decisions will be made by
Entity, and not KPMG. KPMG shall be entitled to share all
information provided by the Entity with all other member firms of
KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”). All work
papers, files and other internal materials created or produced by
KPMG during the engagement and all copyright and intellectual
property rights in our work papers are the property of KPMG.
Except as required by applicable law or regulation, the Entity
shall keep confidential the existence and terms of this
Engagement Letter, and such confidential information shall not
be distributed, published or made available to any other person
without KPMG’s express written permission. Further, for
purposes of the services described in this Engagement Letter
only, the Entity hereby grants to KPMG a limited, revocable, nonexclusive, non-transferable, paid up and royalty-free license,
without right of sublicense, to use all logos, trademarks and
service marks of Entity solely for presentations or reports to the
Entity or for internal KPMG presentations and intranet sites.

5. USE OF MEMBER FIRMS AND THIRD PARTY SERVICE
PROVIDERS.
Personal and/or confidential information collected by KPMG
during the course of this engagement may be used, processed
and stored outside of Canada by KPMG, KPMG International
member firms performing services hereunder or third party
service providers to provide professional services and
administrative, analytical and clerical support and to comply with
applicable law, regulations and professional standards. Entity
also understands and agrees that KPMG aggregates Entity’s
information with information from other sources for the purpose
of improving quality and service, and for use in presentations to
clients and non-clients, in a form where such information is
sufficiently de-identified so as not to be attributable to Entity.
KPMG represents to the Entity that each KPMG International
member firm and third party service provider providing services
hereunder has agreed or shall agree to conditions of
confidentiality with respect to the Entity’s information. Further,
KPMG is responsible to the Entity for causing such third party
service providers to comply with such conditions of
confidentiality, and KPMG shall be responsible to the Entity for
their failure to comply and failure of each KPMG International
member firm providing services hereunder to comply with its
obligations of confidentiality owed to KPMG. Any services
performed by third party service providers shall be performed in
accordance with the terms of this Engagement Letter, but KPMG
shall remain responsible to the Entity for the performance of
such services and services performed by each KPMG
International member firm providing services hereunder. Such
personal and/or confidential information may be subject to
disclosure in accordance with the laws applicable in the
jurisdiction in which the information is processed or stored, which
laws may not provide the same level of protection for such
information as will Canadian laws.
6. PERSONAL INFORMATION CONSENTS AND NOTICES.
Any collection, use or disclosure of personal information is
subject to KPMG’s Privacy Policy available at www.kpmg.ca.
KPMG may be required to collect, use and disclose personal
information about individuals during the course of this
engagement.
The Entity represents and warrants that (i) it will obtain any
consents reasonably required to allow KPMG to collect, use and
disclose personal information in the course of the engagement,
and (ii) it has provided notice of the potential processing of such
personal information outside of Canada (as described in Section
5 above). KPMG’s Privacy Officer noted in KPMG’s Privacy
Policy is able to answer any individual’s questions about the
collection of personal information required for KPMG to deliver
services hereunder.
7. OFFERS OF EMPLOYMENT.
In order to allow issues of independence to be addressed,
Management agrees that prior to extending an offer of
employment to any KPMG partner, employee or contractor, the
matter is communicated to the engagement partner or associate
partner.
8. OFFERING DOCUMENTS.
If the Entity wishes to include or incorporate by reference the
financial statements and our report thereon in an offering
document, we will consider consenting to the use of our report
and the terms thereof at that time. Nothing in this Engagement
Letter shall be construed as consent and KPMG expressly does
not consent to the use of our audit report(s) in offering
documents. If the Entity wishes to obtain KPMG's written consent
to the use of our audit report(s) in an offering document, or
wishes us to provide a comfort or advice letter, we will be
required to perform procedures as required by professional
standards; any agreement to perform such procedures will be
documented in a separate engagement letter. Management
agrees to provide us with adequate notice of the preparation of
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such documents.
KPMG's estimated fee is based on the quality of the Entity's
accounting records, the agreed-upon level of preparation and
assistance from the Entity's personnel, and adherence to the
agreed-upon timetable. KPMG's estimated fee also assumes that
the Entity's financial statements are in accordance with the
applicable financial reporting framework and that there are no
significant new or changed accounting policies or issues, or
financial reporting, internal control over financial reporting or
other reporting issues. KPMG will inform the Entity on a timely
basis if these factors are not in place.
Additional time may be incurred for such matters as significant
issues, significant unusual and/or complex transactions,
informing management about new professional standards, and
any related accounting advice. Where these matters arise and
require research, consultation and work beyond that included in
the estimated fee, the Entity and KPMG agree to revise the
estimated fee. No significant additional work will proceed without
Management's concurrence, and, if applicable, without the
concurrence of those charged with governance. Upon
completion of these services KPMG will review with the Entity
any fees and expenses incurred in excess of KPMG's estimate,
following which KPMG will render the final billing. Our
professional fees are also subject to a technology and support
charge to cover information technology infrastructure costs and
administrative support of our client service personnel, which are
not included in our client service personnel fee. The technology
and support fee covers costs such as our client service
personnel computer hardware and customized KPMG software,
telecommunications equipment, printing of financial statements
and reports, client service professional administrative support, IT
programming professional services and other client support
services. Other disbursements for items such as travel,
accommodation and meals will be charged based on KPMG's
actual disbursements.
KPMG's invoices are due and payable upon receipt. Amounts
overdue are subject to interest. In order to avoid the possible
implication that unpaid fees might be viewed as creating a threat
to KPMG's independence, it is important that KPMG's bills be
paid promptly when rendered. If a situation arises in which it may
appear that KPMG's independence is threatened because of
significant unpaid bills, KPMG may be prohibited from signing
the report and, if applicable, any consent.
Fees for any other services will be billed separately from the
services described in this Engagement Letter and may be
subject to written terms and conditions supplemental to those in
this letter.
Canadian Public Accountability Board (CPAB) participation fees,
when applicable, are charged to the Entity based on the annual
fees levied by CPAB.
To the extent that KPMG partners and employees are on the
Entity’s premises, the Entity will take all reasonable precautions
for the safety of KPMG partners and employees at the Entity’s
premises.

further reference to, or authority from, the Entity, its subsidiaries
and affiliates. The Entity must mark any document over which it
asserts privilege as “privileged”. When such an authority
requests access to KPMG’s working papers and other workproduct relating to the Entity’s affairs, KPMG will, on a
reasonable efforts basis, refuse access to any document over
which the Entity has expressly informed KPMG at the time of
delivery that the Entity asserts privilege (by the Entity marking
such document as “privileged” as contemplated in the foregoing
sentence). Notwithstanding the foregoing, where disclosure of
such privileged documents is required by law, KPMG will
disclose such privileged documents. If and only if the authority
requires such access to such privileged documents pursuant to
the laws of a jurisdiction in which express consent of the Entity is
required for such disclosure, then the Entity hereby provides its
consent.
Where privileged Entity documents are disclosed by KPMG as
contemplated above, KPMG is directed to advise the authority
that the Entity is permitting disclosure only to the extent required
by law and for the limited purpose of the authority’s exercise of
statutory authority. KPMG is directed to advise the authority that
the Entity does not intend to waive privilege for any other
purpose and that the Entity expects its documents to be held by
the authority as privileged and confidential material. For greater
certainty, the Entity and KPMG hereby agree that this
acknowledgement (and, if required, consent) does not negate or
constitute a waiver of privilege for any purpose and the Entity
expressly relies upon the privilege protections afforded under
statute and otherwise under law.
The Entity agrees to reimburse KPMG, upon request, at standard
billing rates for KPMG’s professional time and expenses,
including reasonable legal fees, expenses and taxes, incurred in
dealing with the matters described above.
b. The Entity agrees to notify KPMG promptly of any request
received by Entity from any court or applicable regulatory
authority with respect to the services hereunder, KPMG’s
confidential information, KPMG’s advice or report or any related
document. If KPMG is required by law, pursuant to government
regulation, subpoena or other legal process to produce
documents or personnel as witnesses arising out of the
engagement and KPMG is not a party to such proceedings,
Entity shall reimburse KPMG at standard billing rates for
professional time and expenses, including, without limitation,
reasonable legal fees, expenses and taxes incurred in
responding to such compelled assistance.
c. If the Entity requests that KPMG produce documents or
personnel as witnesses in any proceedings in any way related to
the engagement or services provided by KPMG hereunder and
KPMG is not a party to such proceedings, KPMG may agree to
produce documents or personnel as witnesses on such terms
and conditions as KPMG may, in its sole discretion, determine.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Entity shall
reimburse KPMG at standard billing rates for professional time
and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable legal
fees, expenses and taxes incurred in responding to such Entity
requests.

10. LEGAL PROCESSES.

11. KPMG INTERNATIONAL MEMBER FIRMS.

a. The Entity on its own behalf hereby acknowledges and
agrees to cause its subsidiaries and affiliates to hereby
acknowledge that KPMG may from time to time receive requests
or orders from the Canadian Public Accountability Board or from
professional, securities or other regulatory, judicial or
governmental authorities (both in Canada and abroad) to provide
them with information and copies of documents in KPMG’s files
including (without limitation) working papers and other workproduct relating to the affairs of the Entity, its subsidiaries and
affiliates, which information and documents may contain
confidential information of Entity. Except where prohibited by law,
if a request or order is directly related to an inspection or
investigation of KPMG’s audit of the Entity, KPMG will advise the
Entity of the request or order. The Entity hereby acknowledges
that KPMG will provide these documents and information without
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ASSURANCE ENGAGEMENTS
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The Entity agrees that any claims that may arise out of this
engagement will be brought solely against KPMG, the
contracting party, and not against any other KPMG International
member firms participating in this engagement or such third party
service providers referred to in Section 5 above.

9. FEE AND OTHER ARRANGEMENTS.

12. CONNECTING TO THE ENTITY'S IT NETWORK.
KPMG personnel are authorized to connect their computers to
the Entity's IT Network, subject to any restrictions communicated
to KPMG from time to time. Connection to the Entity's IT Network
or the Internet via the Network, while at the Entity's premises, will
be for the express purpose of conducting normal business
activities, primarily relating to facilitating the completion of work
referred to in this letter.
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13. DELIVERABLES OR COMMUNICATIONS.
KPMG may issue other deliverables or communications as part
of the services described in this Engagement Letter. Such other
deliverables or communications may not to be included in,
summarized in, quoted from or otherwise used or referred to, in
whole or in part, in any public documents or public oral
statement.
KPMG expressly does not consent to the use of any
communication, report, statement or conclusion prepared by us
on the interim financial statements.
Further any such
communication, report, statement or conclusion on the interim
financial statements may not be included in, summarized in,
quoted from or otherwise used in any public document or public
oral statement except when the interim review conclusion
contains a modified conclusion as explained below.
If the interim review conclusion is modified relating to a departure
from the applicable financial reporting framework, which is not as
a result of an exemption permitted by securities legislation, you
agree that our interim review report will accompany the interim
financial statement.
14. LIMITATION ON WARRANTIES.
THIS IS A SERVICES ENGAGEMENT. KPMG WARRANTS
THAT IT WILL PERFORM SERVICES HEREUNDER IN GOOD
FAITH WITH QUALIFIED PERSONNEL IN A COMPETENT
AND WORKMANLIKE MANNER IN ACCORDANCE WITH
APPLICABLE INDUSTRY STANDARDS. SUBJECT TO
SECTION 1, KPMG DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES,
REPRESENTATIONS OR CONDITIONS, EITHER EXPRESS
OR
IMPLIED,
INCLUDING,
WITHOUT
LIMITATION,
WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS OR CONDITIONS OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE.
15. LIMITATION ON LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION
a. Subject to Section 1: (i) Entity agrees that KPMG shall not
be liable to Entity for any actions, damages, claims, fines,
penalties, complaints, demands, suits, proceedings, liabilities,
costs, expenses, or losses (collectively, “Claims”) in any way
arising out of or relating to the services performed hereunder for
an aggregate amount in excess of the fees paid by Entity to
KPMG under the engagement; and (ii) on a multi-phase
engagement, KPMG’s liability shall be based on the amount
actually paid to KPMG for the particular phase that gives rise to
the liability.
b. Subject to Section 1, in the event of a Claim by any third
party against KPMG that arises out of or relates to the services
performed hereunder, Entity will indemnify and hold harmless
KPMG from all such Claims, including, without limitation,
reasonable legal fees, except to the extent finally determined to
have resulted from the intentional, deliberate or fraudulent
misconduct of KPMG.
c. Subject to Section 1: (i) in no event shall KPMG be liable for
consequential, special, indirect, incidental, punitive or exemplary
damages, liabilities, costs, expenses, or losses (including,
without limitation, lost profits and opportunity costs); (ii) in any
Claim arising out of the engagement, Entity agrees that KPMG’s
liability will be several and not joint and several; and (iii) Entity
may only claim payment from KPMG of KPMG’s proportionate
share of the total liability based on degree of fault.
d. For purposes of this Section 15, the term KPMG shall
include its subsidiaries, its associated and affiliated entities and
their respective current and former partners, directors, officers,
employees, agents and representatives. The provisions of this
Section 15 shall apply regardless of the form of Claim, whether
in contract, statute, tort (including, without limitation, negligence)
or otherwise.
16. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION.
The parties shall, and shall cause both their and their respective
subsidiaries’, affiliates’ and associated entities’ current and
former officers, partners, directors, employees, agents and

representatives, to first attempt to settle any dispute arising out
of or relating to this Engagement Letter or the services provided
hereunder (the “Dispute”) through good faith negotiations in the
spirit of mutual cooperation between representatives of each of
the parties with authority to resolve the Dispute. In the event that
the parties are unable to settle or resolve a Dispute through
negotiation within 30 days of when one of the parties has notified
the other party of the Dispute by delivering a notice of dispute, or
such longer period as the parties may mutually agree upon, such
Dispute shall, as promptly as is reasonably practicable, be
subject to mediation pursuant to the National Mediation Rules of
the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc. that are in force at the time the
notice of dispute is delivered. Any Dispute remaining unresolved
for more than 60 days following the parties first meeting with a
mediator or such longer period as the parties may mutually agree
upon shall, as promptly as is reasonably practicable, be resolved
by arbitration pursuant to the Arbitration Rules of the ADR
Institute of Canada, Inc. (the “Arbitration Rules”) that are in force
at the time the Dispute is subject to arbitration. For certainty, the
parties hereby waive any right they may otherwise have to bring
a court action in connection with a Dispute. The parties also
waive any right they may otherwise have to bring or participate in
a class, collective, or representative proceeding in connection
with a Dispute, whether in court or before an arbitrator. The
arbitrator’s decision shall be final, conclusive and binding upon
the parties, and the parties shall have no right to appeal or seek
judicial review of the arbitrator’s decision. For certainty, the
parties hereby waive any right of appeal which may otherwise be
available under applicable legislation or under the Arbitration
Rules. The place of mediation and arbitration shall be the city in
Canada in which the principal KPMG office that performed the
engagement is located. The language of the mediation and
arbitration shall be English.
17. LIMITATION PERIOD.
Subject to Section 1, no proceeding arising under or relating to
the engagement may be brought by either party more than one
year after the cause of action has accrued or in any event not
more than five years after completion of the engagement, except
that a proceeding for non-payment may be brought by KPMG at
any time following the date of the last payment due to KPMG
hereunder. For purposes of this Section 17, the term “KPMG”
shall include its subsidiaries and associated and affiliated entities
and their respective current and former partners, directors,
officers, employees, agents and representatives.
18. COMMENT LETTERS OR EQUIVALENT.
Management agrees to promptly provide us with a copy of any
comment letter or request for information issued by a relevant
securities regulatory authority on the Entity's continuous
disclosure filings or equivalent. If any of the comments pertain to
the Entity's financial statements and, when applicable,
management's assessment of the effectiveness of internal
control over financial reporting, management and those charged
with governance agree to engage our assistance, subject to any
pre-approval process, in the process of responding to such
comments.
19. PUBLIC DOCUMENTS OR EQUIVALENT.
Except as otherwise specifically agreed in this Engagement
Letter, nothing in this Engagement Letter shall be construed as
consent and KPMG expressly does not consent to the use of our
audit report(s) in any “document” or “public oral statement” (as
those terms are defined in section 138.1 of the Securities Act
(Ontario)), including but not limited to when:
(i) the Entity files with securities regulatory authorities its annual
financial statements and KPMG's audit report thereon;
(ii) the Entity files with securities regulatory authorities its
Management's Discussion and Analysis in connection with the
material in (i) above;
(iii) the Entity files with securities regulatory authorities any other
continuous disclosure document containing, or incorporating by
reference, the annual financial statements and KPMG's audit
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report thereon (e.g., Annual Reports on Form 40-F or 20-F or 10K filed on SEDAR).
If the Entity wishes to obtain KPMG's written consent to the use
of our audit report(s), we will be required to perform procedures
as required by professional standards. Except as otherwise
specifically agreed in this Engagement Letter, any agreement to
perform procedures necessary to provide KPMG's written
consent or any agreement to read any other document issued by
the Entity will be a separate engagement.
20. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST.
a. KPMG is engaged by a wide variety of entities and
individuals, some of whom may be creditors, investors,
borrowers, shareholders, competitors, suppliers or customers of
Entity, or other parties with conflicting legal and business
interests to Entity, including, without limitation, in relation to the
audit, tax or advisory services provided to Entity by KPMG.
KPMG’s engagements with such companies and individuals may
result in a conflict with Entity’s interests.
b. As a condition of KPMG’s engagement by Entity, Entity
agrees that: (i) without further notice or disclosure, KPMG may
accept or continue engagements on unrelated matters to
KPMG’s engagement for Entity in which KPMG may act contrary
to Entity’s interests even if those unrelated matters are materially
and directly adverse to Entity; and (ii) without further notice or
disclosure, KPMG may provide advice or services to any other
person or entity making a competing bid or proposal to that of
Entity whether or not KPMG is providing advice or services to
Entity in respect of Entity’s competing bid or proposal.
c. In accordance with professional standards, and except as
set out below, KPMG will not use any confidential information
regarding Entity in connection with its engagements with other
clients, and will establish confidentiality and other safeguards to
manage conflicts, which may include, in KPMG’s sole discretion,
the use of separate engagement teams and data access
controls. In no event shall KPMG be liable to Entity or shall
Entity be entitled to a return of fees and disbursements incurred
on behalf of Entity or any other compensation whatsoever as a
result of KPMG accepting or continuing a conflicting
engagement.
d. Entity further agrees that KPMG may, in its sole discretion,
disclose the fact or general nature of its engagement for Entity to
(i) KPMG International and other KPMG International member
firms in order to check against potential conflicts of interest, and
(ii) to the extent reasonably required in order to obtain the
consent of another entity or individual in order to permit KPMG to
act for such entity or individual, or for Entity, in connection with
the engagement or any future engagement.
e. Where another party has engaged KPMG to deliver
services before Entity has done so, and subsequently
circumstances change such that there is a conflict, which in
KPMG’s sole opinion cannot be adequately managed through
the use of confidentiality and other safeguards, KPMG shall be
entitled to terminate the engagement for Entity, without liability,
immediately upon notice.
f.
Other KPMG International member firms are engaged by
many entities and individuals, including, without limitation,
entities and individuals that may enter into transactions or may
have disputes with Entity or Entity’s related or affiliated entities.
Entity agrees that (i) it will not assert that other KPMG
International member firms are precluded from being engaged by
those other entities or individuals, and (ii) those engagements of
other KPMG International member firms do not conflict with
KPMG’s engagement for Entity.
g. Subject to Section 1, Entity will indemnify and hold
harmless KPMG, its subsidiaries and associated and affiliated
entities, and their respective current and former partners,
directors, officers, employees, agents and representatives from
any claims, actions, damages, complaints, demands, suits,
proceedings, liabilities, fines, penalties, costs, expenses or
losses by any third party (including, without limitation, reasonable
legal fees) that alleges that KPMG was in a conflict of interest by

providing services hereunder. The provisions of this subsection
20(g) shall apply regardless of the form of Claim, whether in
contract, statute, tort (including, without limitation, negligence) or
otherwise.
h. KPMG encourages Entity to obtain legal advice with respect
to Entity’s rights in connection with potential future conflicts prior
to entering into the engagement.
21. LOBBYING.
Unless expressly stated in this Engagement Letter, KPMG will
not undertake any lobbying activity, as that term is defined in all
applicable federal, provincial and municipal lobbyist registration
statutes and regulations, in connection with the engagement. In
the event that KPMG and Entity agree that KPMG will undertake
lobbying activity in connection with the engagement, such
agreement shall be set out in an amendment to this Engagement
Letter.
22. SURVIVAL.
All sections hereof other than Section 12 shall survive the
expiration or termination of the engagement.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ADVISORY AND TAX SERVICES
1. TERMS AND CONDITIONS.
References to the word “Client” in the attached Terms and
Conditions for Advisory and Tax Services are to be read as
“Entity”.
a. These Terms and Conditions are an integral part of the
accompanying Proposal or Engagement Letter from KPMG that
identifies the engagement to which they relate.
b. In the event of conflict between the Proposal or Engagement
Letter and these Terms and Conditions, these Terms and
Conditions shall prevail unless specific reference to a provision
of the Terms and Conditions being varied is made in the
Proposal or Engagement Letter. Other capitalized words in these
Terms and Conditions shall have the meanings given to them in
the Proposal or Engagement Letter.
2. SERVICES.
KPMG will use reasonable efforts to complete the performance
of the services within any agreed-upon time-frame. It is
understood and agreed that KPMG’s services may include
advice and recommendations, but all decisions in connection
with the implementation of such advice and recommendations,
shall be the responsibility of, and made by, Client. KPMG will not
perform management functions or make management decisions
for Client. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions or
Engagement letter (or Proposal) shall be construed as
precluding or limiting in any way the right of KPMG to provide
services of any kind or nature whatsoever to any person or entity
as KPMG in its sole discretion deems appropriate.
3. CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES.
a. Client agrees to cooperate with KPMG in the performance of
the services under the Engagement Letter and shall provide or
arrange to provide KPMG with timely access to and use of the
personnel, facilities, equipment, data and information necessary
for KPMG to perform the services under the Engagement Letter.
To the extent that KPMG personnel are on Client premises,
Client will take all reasonable precautions for the safety of KPMG
partners and employees at Client premises. Client shall be
responsible for the performance of its employees and agents and
for the accuracy and completeness of all data and information
provided to KPMG for purposes of the performance by KPMG of
its services hereunder. The Proposal or Engagement Letter may
set forth additional responsibilities of Client in connection with
the engagement. Client acknowledges that Client’s failure to
perform these obligations could adversely impact KPMG’s ability
to perform its services.
b. Client agrees that Client, and not KPMG, shall perform the
following functions: (i) make all management decisions and
perform all management functions; (ii) designate an individual
who possesses suitable skill, knowledge and experience,
preferably within senior management, to oversee the
performance of the services under the Engagement Letter, and
to evaluate the adequacy and results of such services; (iii)
accept responsibility for the results of such services; and (iv)
establish and maintain internal controls over the processes with
which such services are concerned, including, without limitation,
monitoring ongoing activities.
c. Client acknowledges and agrees that KPMG will, in
performing the services, base its conclusions on the facts and
assumptions that Client furnishes and that KPMG may use data,
material, and other information furnished by or at the request or
direction of Client without any independent investigation or
verification and that KPMG shall be entitled to rely upon the
accuracy and completeness of such data, material and other
information. Inaccuracy or incompleteness of such data, material
and other information furnished to KPMG could have a material
effect on KPMG’s conclusions.
d. Client acknowledges that information made available by it, or
by others on Client’s behalf, or otherwise known to partners or
staff of KPMG who are not engaged in the provision of the
services hereunder shall not be deemed to have been made
available to the individuals within KPMG who are engaged in the

provision of the services hereunder. Client undertakes that, if
anything occurs after information is provided by Client to KPMG
to render such information untrue, unfair or misleading, Client
shall promptly notify KPMG.
4. REPORTING.
a. All oral and written communications by KPMG to Client with
respect to the engagement, including, without limitation, drafts
and those communications occurring prior to the execution of the
Engagement Letter will be subject to the terms and conditions of
the Engagement Letter and these Terms and Conditions. During
the performance of the services, KPMG may supply oral, draft or
interim advice, reports or presentations but in such
circumstances KPMG’s written advice or final written report shall
take precedence. No reliance should be placed by Client on any
oral, draft or interim advice, reports or presentations. Where
Client wishes to rely on oral advice or oral presentation, Client
shall inform KPMG and KPMG will provide documentary
confirmation of the advice concerned.
b. Subsequent to the completion of the engagement, KPMG will
not update its advice, recommendations or work product for
changes or modification to the law and regulations, or to the
judicial and administrative interpretations thereof, or for
subsequent events or transactions, unless Client separately
engages KPMG to do so in writing after such changes or
modifications, interpretations, events or transactions occur.
5. WORKING PAPERS AND USE OF REPORTS; USE OF
NAME AND LOGO
a. KPMG retains all rights in all methodologies, know-how,
knowledge, applications and software developed by KPMG either
prior to or during the engagement. KPMG also retains all rights
(including, without limitation, copyright) in all reports, written
advice and other working papers and materials developed by
KPMG during the engagement. Unless contemplated by the
Engagement Letter, all reports and written advice are
confidential and intended solely for Client’s internal use (or the
use of Client’s management, as applicable) to assist with this
specific matter or transaction, and, where applicable,
government taxation authorities, and are not for general use,
circulation or publication. Such reports and written advice shall
not be edited, referred to, circulated, reproduced, distributed,
published, made available, used for any other purpose or relied
upon by any other person without KPMG’s express written
permission and on such terms and conditions as KPMG may
require in its sole discretion. If such permission is given, Client
shall not publish any extract or excerpt of KPMG’s written advice
or report or refer to KPMG without providing the entire advice or
report at the same time. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Client
may disclose in whole any report or written advice given to Client
by KPMG hereunder solely to Client’s legal and professional
advisors for the purposes of Client seeking advice in respect of
the transaction or matter to which the engagement relates,
provided that when doing so Client informs such advisors that: (i)
disclosure by them (except as permitted herein) is not permitted
without KPMG’s prior written consent; and (ii) KPMG accepts no
responsibility or liability to such advisors in connection with such
reports or written advice. Subject to the restrictions of Section 6,
KPMG is entitled to use or develop the knowledge, experience
and skills of general application gained through performing the
engagement.
b. Client shall not refer to KPMG or use KPMG’s name or logo
in any manner or medium without the prior written permission of
KPMG in each instance, which permission may be unreasonably
withheld by KPMG.
c. The contents of this Section 5 may be reproduced in any
report or written advice of KPMG, in whole or in part, at KPMG’s
sole discretion. Any failure of KPMG to include any such
language shall not derogate from the obligations set out in this
Section 5.
6. CONFIDENTIALITY.
a. Except as described in Section 5 above, Client will treat in
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confidence any information provided by KPMG to Client including
but not limited to KPMG methodologies, know-how, knowledge,
application or software and will not use or disclose any such
confidential information of KPMG to others.
b. Except as expressly set forth herein, KPMG will treat as
confidential all proprietary information and personal information
obtained from Client in the course of the engagement.
c. The restrictions in subsections 6 (a) and (b) above shall not
apply to any information that: (i) is required by law or
professional standards applicable to KPMG to be disclosed; (ii)
that is in or hereafter enters the public domain; (iii) that is or
hereafter becomes known to Client or KPMG, as the case may
be, without breach of any confidentiality obligation; or (iv) that is
independently developed by KPMG..
d. KPMG shall be entitled to include a description of the
services rendered in the course of the engagement in marketing
and research materials and disclose such information to third
parties, provided that all such information will be rendered
anonymous and not subject to association with Client.
e. KPMG shall be entitled to share all information with all other
member firms of KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG
International"). KPMG may also use such information to offer
services that may be of interest to Client. KPMG may retain and
may disclose to other KPMG International member firms, subject
to terms of this Section 6, such information required for
compliance with applicable professional standards or internal
policies or for quality reviews or to share best practices.
f. Professional standards require KPMG personnel performing
any audit or assurance services for clients to discuss or have
available to them all information and materials that may affect
the audit or assurance engagement. Client authorizes, if Client is
or becomes an assurance Client, KPMG personnel performing
services under the engagement to make available to the KPMG
assurance engagement team and other KPMG personnel, the
findings, observations and recommendations from the
engagement and agrees that KPMG may use all such findings,
observations and recommendations in KPMG's assurance
engagement.
g. Except as required by applicable law or regulation, Client
shall keep confidential the existence and terms of the Proposal
or the Engagement Letter (as applicable) and these Terms and
Conditions.
Such confidential information shall not be
distributed, published or made available to any other person
without KPMG's express written permission. Further, for
purposes of the services described in the Engagement Letter
only, the Client hereby grants to KPMG a limited, revocable, nonexclusive, non-transferable, paid up and royalty-free license,
without right of sublicense, to use all logos, trademarks and
service marks of Client solely for presentations or reports to the
Client or for internal KPMG presentations and intranet sites.
7. PERSONAL INFORMATION CONSENTS AND NOTICES.
Any collection, use or disclosure of personal information is
subject to KPMG’s Privacy Policy available at www.kpmg.ca.
KPMG may be required to collect, use and disclose personal
information about individuals during the course of the
engagement. Client represents and warrants that: (i) it will obtain
from individuals all consents required by law to permit KPMG to
collect, use and disclose all personal information reasonably
required in the course of the engagement, and (ii) it has provided
notice of KPMG's potential processing of information outside of
Canada (as described in Section 8 below) to all individuals
whose personal information is disclosed to KPMG.
8. USE OF MEMBER FIRMS AND THIRD PARTY SERVICE
PROVIDERS.
Personal and/or confidential information collected by KPMG
during the course of the engagement may be used, processed
and stored outside of Canada by KPMG, KPMG International
member firms providing services hereunder, KPMG subsidiaries,
affiliates and related parties or third party service providers to
provide professional services and administrative, analytical and
clerical support and to comply with applicable law, regulations
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and professional standards. Client also understands and agrees
that KPMG aggregates Client's information with information from
other sources for the purpose of improving quality and service,
and for use in presentations to clients and non-clients, in a form
where such information is sufficiently de-identified so as not to
be attributable to Client. KPMG represents to Client that each
KPMG International member firm, KPMG subsidiary, affiliate and
related party and third party service provider providing services
hereunder has agreed or shall agree to conditions of
confidentiality with respect to Client’s information to the same or
similar extent as KPMG has agreed pursuant to Section 6.
Further, KPMG is responsible to Client for causing such KPMG
subsidiaries, affiliates, related parties and third party service
providers to comply with such conditions of confidentiality, and
KPMG shall be responsible to Client for their failure to comply
and failure of each KPMG International member firm providing
services hereunder to comply with its obligations of
confidentiality owed to KPMG. Any services performed by
KPMG subsidiaries, affiliates, related parties and third party
service providers shall be performed in accordance with the
terms of the Engagement Letter, including Section 6, but KPMG
shall remain responsible to Client for the performance of such
services and services performed by each KPMG International
member firm providing services hereunder. Such personal
and/or confidential information may be subject to disclosure in
accordance with the laws applicable in the jurisdiction in which
the information is processed or stored, which laws may not
provide the same level of protection for such information as will
Canadian laws. KPMG's Privacy Officer noted in KPMG's Privacy
Policy is able to answer any individual's questions about the
collection of personal information required for KPMG to deliver
services hereunder.
9. TAXES/BILLING/EXPENSES/FEES.
a. All fees and other charges do not include any applicable
federal, provincial, or other goods and services or sales taxes, or
any other taxes or duties whether presently in force or imposed
in the future. Any such taxes or duties shall be assumed and
paid by Client without deduction from the fees and charges
hereunder.
b. Bills will be rendered on a regular basis as the engagement
progresses. Our professional fees are also subject to a
technology and support charge to cover information technology
infrastructure costs and administrative support of our client
service personnel which are not included in our client service
personnel fee. The technology and support fee covers costs
such as our client service personnel computer hardware and
customized KPMG software, telecommunications equipment,
client service professional administrative support, IT
programming, professional services and other client support
services. Other direct out-of-pocket costs, such as travel, will be
charged separately based on our actual costs. For certainty,
Client acknowledges that to the extent a subsidiary, affiliate or
relegated party of KPMG is engaged by KPMG to assist KPMG
in providing the services hereunder, Client may receive bills from
such subsidiary affiliate or related party of KPMG for such
services. Accounts are due when rendered. Interest on overdue
accounts is calculated at the rate noted on the invoice
commencing 30 days following the date of the invoice.
c. Without limiting its rights or remedies, KPMG shall have the
right to halt or terminate entirely its services until payment is
received on past due invoices.
d. In the event that the engagement is terminated and Client
proceeds to complete the transaction or financing within 18
months from the termination date, then the full amount of any
Completion Fee shall be payable on closing of the transaction or
the completion of financing, regardless of whether KPMG
provided further service.
10. LIMITATION ON WARRANTIES.
THIS IS A SERVICES ENGAGEMENT. KPMG WARRANTS
THAT IT WILL PERFORM SERVICES HEREUNDER IN GOOD
FAITH WITH QUALIFIED PERSONNEL IN A COMPETENT
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AND WORKMANLIKE MANNER IN ACCORDANCE WITH
APPLICABLE INDUSTRY STANDARDS. KPMG DISCLAIMS
ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS OR
CONDITIONS, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS
OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
11. LIMITATION ON LIABILITY.
a. Client agrees that KPMG shall not be liable to Client for any
actions, damages, claims, fines, penalties, complaints, demands,
suits, proceedings, liabilities, costs, expenses, or losses
(collectively "Claims") in any way arising out of or relating to the
services performed hereunder for an aggregate amount in
excess of the fees paid by Client to KPMG under the
engagement. On a multi-phase engagement, KPMG’s liability
shall be based on the amount actually paid to KPMG for the
particular phase that gives rise to the liability.
b. In the event of a Claim by any third party against KPMG that
arises out of or relates to the services performed hereunder,
Client will indemnify and hold harmless KPMG from all such
Claims, including, without limitation, reasonable legal fees,
except to the extent finally determined to have resulted from the
intentional, deliberate or fraudulent misconduct of KPMG.
c. In no event shall KPMG be liable for consequential, special,
indirect, incidental, punitive or exemplary damages, liabilities,
costs, expenses, or losses (including, without limitation, lost
profits and opportunity costs). In any Claim arising out of the
engagement, Client agrees that KPMG’s liability will be several
and not joint and several. Client may only claim payment from
KPMG of KPMG’s proportionate share of the total liability based
on degree of fault.
d. For purposes of this Section11, the term KPMG shall include
its subsidiaries, its associated and affiliated entities and their
respective current and former partners, directors, officers and
employees, agents and representatives. The provisions of this
Section 11 shall apply regardless of the form of Claim, whether
in contract, statute, tort (including, without limitation, negligence)
or otherwise.
12. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.
a. Client agrees to notify KPMG promptly of any request
received by Client from any court or applicable regulatory
authority with respect to the services hereunder, KPMG's
confidential information, KPMG's advice or report or any related
document.
b. If KPMG is required by law, pursuant to government
regulation, subpoena or other legal process to produce
documents or personnel as witnesses arising out of the
engagement and KPMG is not a party to such proceedings,
Client shall reimburse KPMG at standard billing rates for
professional time and expenses, including, without limitation,
reasonable legal fees, expenses and taxes incurred in
responding to such compelled assistance.
c. If Client requests that KPMG produce documents or
personnel as witnesses in any proceedings in any way related to
the engagement or services provided by KPMG hereunder and
KPMG is not a party to such proceedings, KPMG may agree to
produce documents or personnel as witnesses on such terms
and conditions as KPMG may, in its sole discretion, determine.
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Client shall
reimburse KPMG at standard billing rates for professional time
and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable legal
fees, expenses and taxes, incurred in responding to such Client
requests.
d. Client acknowledges that KPMG may from time to time
receive requests or orders from professional, securities or other
regulatory, judicial or governmental authorities (both in Canada
and abroad) to provide them with information and copies of
documents in KPMG’s files including, without limitation working
papers and other work-product relating to Client which
information and documents may contain confidential information
of Client. Except where prohibited by law, KPMG will advise
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Client of the request or order. Client hereby acknowledges that
KPMG will provide these documents and information without
further reference to, or authority from Client.
Client must mark any document over which it asserts privilege as
"privileged". When such an authority requests access to KPMG’s
working papers and other work-product relating to Client’s affairs,
KPMG will, on a reasonable efforts basis, refuse access to any
document over which Client has expressly informed KPMG at
the time of delivery that the Client asserts privilege (by the Client
marking such document as "privileged" as contemplated in the
foregoing sentence). Notwithstanding the foregoing, where
disclosure of documents is required by law. KPMG will disclose
such privileged documents. If and only if the authority requires
such access to such privileged documents pursuant to the laws
of a jurisdiction in which express consent of the Client is required
for such disclosure, then Client hereby provides its consent.
Where privileged Client documents are disclosed, by KPMG as
contemplated above, KPMG is directed to advise the authority
that Client is permitting disclosure only to the extent required by
law and for the limited purpose of the authority exercise of
statutory authority. KPMG is directed to advise the authority that
Client does not intend to waive privilege for any other purpose
and that Client expects its documents to be held by the authority
as privileged and confidential material. For greater certainty,
Client and KPMG hereby agree that this acknowledgement (and,
if required, consent) does not negate or constitute a waiver of
privilege for any purpose and Client expressly relies upon the
privilege protections afforded under statute and otherwise under
law.
13. LIMITATION PERIOD.
No proceeding arising under or relating to the engagement, may
be brought by either party more than one year after the cause of
action has accrued or in any event not more than five years after
completion of the engagement in the case of an advisory
services engagement and not more than eight years after
completion of the engagement in the case of a tax services
engagement, except that a proceeding for non-payment may be
brought by KPMG at any time following the date of the last
payment due to KPMG hereunder. For purposes of this
Section13, the term KPMG shall include subsidiaries and
associated and affiliated entities and their respective current and
former partners, directors, officers, employees agents and
representatives.
14. TERMINATION.
Unless terminated sooner in accordance with its terms, the
engagement shall terminate on the completion of KPMG’s
services hereunder, which completion shall be evidenced by the
delivery by KPMG to Client of the final invoice in respect of the
services performed hereunder. Should Client not fulfill its
obligations set out herein or in the Engagement Letter and in the
absence of rectification by Client within 10 days, KPMG may,
upon written notice, terminate its performance and will not be
responsible for any loss, cost or expense resulting therefrom. If
at any time during the engagement it is determined by KPMG, in
its sole discretion, that there may be an actual or potential
breach by KPMG of applicable professional standards, KPMG
may terminate the engagement without liability, immediately on
notice to Client. The engagement may be terminated by either
party at any time by giving written notice to the other party not
less than 30 calendar days before the effective date of
termination. Upon early termination of the engagement, Client
shall be responsible for the payment to KPMG for KPMG’s time
and expenses incurred up to the termination date, as well as
reasonable time and expenses to bring the engagement to a
close in a prompt and orderly manner.
15. E-MAIL COMMUNICATION.
Client recognizes and accepts the risks associated with
communicating by Internet e-mail, including (but without
limitation) the lack of security, unreliability of delivery and
possible loss of confidentiality and privilege. Unless Client
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requests in writing that KPMG does not communicate by Internet
e-mail, Client assumes all responsibility or liability in respect of
the risk associated with its use.
16. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST.
a. For purposes of this Section 16 "KPMG" means KPMG LLP
and KPMG subsidiaries, affiliates and related parities providing
services hereunder, if applicable. KPMG is engaged by a wide
variety of entities and individuals, some of whom may be
creditors, investors, borrowers, shareholders, competitors,
suppliers or customers of Client, or other parties with conflicting
legal and business interests to Client including, without limitation,
in relation to the audit, tax or advisory services provided to Client
by KPMG. KPMG's engagements with such companies and
individuals may result in a conflict with Client's interests.
b. As a condition of KPMG's engagement by Client, Client
agrees that: (i) without further notice or disclosure, KPMG may
accept or continue engagements or unrelated matters to KPMG's
engagement for Client in which KPMG may act contrary to
Client's interests even if those unrelated matters are materially
and directly adverse to Client; and (ii) without further notice or
disclosure, KPMG may provide advice or services to any other
person or entity making a competing bid or proposal to that of
Client whether or not KPMG is providing advice or services to
Client in respect or Client's competing bid or proposal.
c. In accordance with professional standards, and except as
set out below, KPMG will not use any confidential information
regarding Client in connection with its engagements with other
clients, and will establish confidentiality and other safeguards to
manage conflicts, which may include, in KPMG’s sole discretion,
the use of separate engagement teams and data access
controls. In no event shall KPMG be liable to Client or shall
Client be entitled to a return of fees and disbursements incurred
on behalf of Client or any other compensation whatsoever as a
result of KPMG accepting or continuing a conflicting
engagement.
d. Client further agrees that KPMG may, in its sole discretion,
disclose the fact or general nature of its engagement for Client to
(i) KPMG International and other KPMG International member
firms in order to check against potential conflicts of interest, and
(ii) to the extent reasonably required in order to obtain the
consent of another entity or individual in order to permit KPMG to
act for such entity or individual,or for Client, in connection with
the engagement or any future engagement.
e. Where another party has engaged KPMG to deliver services
before Client has done so, and subsequently circumstances
change such that there is a conflict, which in KPMG’s sole
opinion cannot be adequately managed through the use of
confidentiality and other safeguards, KPMG shall be entitled to
terminate the engagement for Client, without liability,immediately
upon notice.
f. Other KPMG International member firms are engaged by
many entities and individuals, including, without limitation,
entities and individuals that may enter into transactions or may
have disputes with Client or Client’s related or affiliated entities.
Client agrees that (i) it will not assert that other KPMG
International member firms are precluded from being engaged by
those other entities or individuals, and (ii) those engagements of
other KPMG International member firms do not conflict with
KPMG’s engagement for Client.
g. Client will indemnify and hold harmless KPMG, its
subsidiaries and associated and affiliated entities, and their
respective current and former partners, directors, officers,
employees, agents and representatives from any Claim by any
third party (including, without limitation, reasonable legal fees)
that alleges that KPMG was in a conflict of interest by providing
services hereunder. The provisions of this subsection 16(g) shall
apply regardless of the form of Claim, whether in contract,
statute, tort (including, without limitation, negligence) or
otherwise.
h. KPMG encourages Client to obtain legal advice with respect
to Client’s rights in connection with potential future conflicts prior

to entering into the engagement.
17. FORCE MAJEURE.
Neither Client nor KPMG shall be liable for any delays resulting
from circumstances or causes beyond its reasonable control,
including, without limitation, fire or other casualty, act of God,
strike or labour dispute, war or other violence, or any law, order
or requirement of any governmental agency or authority.
18. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.
It is understood and agreed that each of the parties hereto is an
independent contractor and that neither party is, nor shall be
considered to be, an agent, distributor or representative of the
other. Neither party shall act or represent itself, directly or by
implication, as an agent of the other or in any manner assume or
create any obligation on behalf of, or in the name of, the other.
19. SURVIVAL.
Sections 1, 4(b), 5-16 and 18-30, 31(a) and (c)-(g) and 33-34
hereof shall survive the expiration or termination of the
engagement.
20. SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS.
These Terms and Conditions and the accompanying Proposal or
Engagement Letter shall be binding upon the parties hereto and
their respective subsidiaries and associated and affiliated entities
and their respective partners, directors, officers and employees
and successors and permitted assigns. Except as provided
below, neither party may assign, transfer or delegate any of the
rights or obligations hereunder without the prior written consent
of the other party. KPMG may assign its rights and obligations
hereunder to any affiliate or successor in interest to all or
substantially all of the assets or business of the relevant KPMG
practice, without the consent of Client. In addition, KPMG may
arrange for or engage (as applicable) KPMG affiliates,
subsidiaries, related parties, independent contractors and KPMG
International member firms to assist KPMG in performing the
services hereunder.
21. SEVERABILITY.
The provisions of these Terms and Conditions and the
accompanying Proposal or Engagement Letter shall only apply to
the extent that they are not prohibited by a mandatory provision
of applicable law regulation or professional standards. If any of
these provisions shall be held to be invalid, void or
unenforceable, then the remainder of these Terms and
Conditions and the attached Proposal or Engagement Letter, as
the case may be, shall not be affected, impaired or invalidated,
and each such provision shall be valid and enforceable to the
fullest extent permitted by law.
22. ENTIRE AGREEMENT.
These Terms and Conditions and the accompanying Proposal or
Engagement Letter including, without limitation, Exhibits,
constitute the entire agreement between KPMG and Client with
respect to the engagement and supersede all other oral and
written representation, understandings or agreements relating to
the engagement.
23. GOVERNING LAW.
These Terms and Conditions and the accompanying Proposal or
Engagement Letter shall be subject to and governed by the laws
of the province in which KPMG’s principal Canadian office
performing the engagement is located (without regard to such
province’s rules on conflicts of law).
24. PUBLICITY.
Upon the closing of a transaction, KPMG will have the right (but
shall not be obliged), at its expense, to publicize its association
with the transaction by way of public announcement in
“tombstone” or similar format, subject to prior review of the
wording for any such announcement with Client.
25. KPMG INTERNATIONAL MEMBER FIRMS.
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In the case of multi-firm engagements, all KPMG International
member firms performing services hereunder shall be entitled to
the benefits of these Terms and Conditions. Client agrees that
any Claims that may arise out of the engagement will be brought
solely against KPMG, the contracting party, and not against any
other KPMG International member firms or such third party
service providers referred to in Section 8 above.
26. SARBANES-OXLEY ACT.
Except as set forth in the Engagement Letter, Client
acknowledges that completion of the engagement or acceptance
of KPMG's reports, advice, recommendations and other
deliverables resulting from the engagement will not constitute a
basis for Client's assessment of internal control over financial
reporting or Client's evaluation of disclosure controls and
procedures, or its compliance with its principal officer certification
requirements under Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 (the "Act"). The engagement shall not be construed to
support Client's responsibilities under Section 404 of the Act
requiring each annual report filed under Section 13(a) or 15(d) of
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 to contain an internal
control report from management.
27. NATIONAL INSTRUMENT 52-109.
Except as set forth in the Engagement Letter, Client
acknowledges that completion of the engagement or acceptance
of KPMG's reports, advice, recommendations and other
deliverables resulting from the engagement will not constitute a
basis for Client's evaluation of disclosure controls and
procedures and internal control over financial reporting, or its
compliance with its CEO/CFO certification requirements under
National Instrument 52-109, Certification of Disclosure in Issuers'
Annual and Interim Filings, including those related to the design
disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over
financial reporting.
28. SPECIFIC ACCOUNTING AND OTHER ADVICE.
Except as set forth in the Engagement Letter, the engagement
does not contemplate the provision of specific accounting advice
or opinions or the issuance of a written report on the application
of accounting standards to specific transactions and facts and
circumstances of Client. Such services, if requested, would be
provided pursuant to a separate engagement.
Client should consult with and/or engage legal counsel for the
purpose of advising on legal aspects of matters on which KPMG
provides its advice and drafting any legal documents and/or
agreements that may be required. To the extent legal counsel or
other professional service providers are required, Client is
exclusively responsible for engaging and paying such service
providers.
29. TAX SERVICES.
a. If tax work is specifically requested by Client, KPMG will
perform the procedures in accordance with this Section 29.
KPMG will base its findings exclusively on the facts and
assumptions provided to KPMG by Client and Client's personnel
and advisors. KPMG will consider the applicable provisions of
the relevant taxing statutes, the regulations thereunder,
applicable tax treaties and judicial and administrative
interpretations thereof. In the case of Canadian tax services only.
KPMG will also take into account all specific proposals to amend
such statutes, regulations and treaties publicly announced prior
to the date of KPMG's reports, based on the assumption that
these amendments will be enacted substantially as proposed.
For certainty, in the case of US tax services, KPMG shall not
take into account any specific proposals to amend such statutes,
regulations and treaties. The authorities referred to in this
subsection 29(a) are subject to change, retroactively and/or
prospectively, and any such changes could affect the validity of
KPMG's findings and may result in incremental taxes, interest or
penalties. KPMG’s findings will not otherwise take into account
or anticipate any changes in law or practice, by way of judicial,
governmental or legislative action or interpretation. Unless Client

specifically requests otherwise, KPMG will not update tax work to
take any such changes into account.
b. KPMG will use professional judgment in providing advice,
and will, unless Client instructs otherwise, take the position most
favourable to Client whenever reasonable. All returns are subject
to examination by tax authorities, and KPMG's advice may be
audited and challenged by a tax authority. Client understands
that KPMG’s conclusions are not binding on tax authorities or the
courts and should not be construed as a representation, warranty
or guarantee that the tax authorities or courts will agree with
KPMG’s conclusion.
c. Client is also responsible for ensuring that KPMG’s advice is
implemented
strictly
in
accordance
with
KPMG’s
recommendations. KPMG is not responsible for any penalties or
interest assessed against Client as a result of a failure by Client
to provide KPMG with accurate and complete information.
d. Unless expressly provided for, KPMG’s services do not
include representing Client in the event of a challenge by the
Canada Revenue Agency or other tax or revenue authorities
30. TAX SERVICES FOR SEC REGISTERED AUDIT CLIENTS
AND/OR US TAX SERVICE.
a. In circumstances where the services provided by KPMG
hereunder:(i) involve the delivery of any tax services, Client is or
is an affiliate of (whether at the time of the engagement or at any
point thereafter) an entity that is registered with the United States
securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”), and Client or
such affiliate is audited by KPMG; or (ii) involve the delivery of
US tax services, then the prohibition regarding the distribution of
KPMG’s reports and written advice set out in Section 5 of these
Terms and Conditions shall not apply and no provision of the
Engagement Letter is or is intended to be construed as a
condition of confidentiality in relation to the tax services to which
(i) and/or (ii) above are applicable. Further, in respect of the
services to which (i) and/or (ii)above are applicable, no provision
in the Engagement Letter or these Terms and Conditions is or is
intended to be construed as a condition of confidentiality within
the meaning of Internal Revenue Code (“IRC”) sections 6011,
6111, 6112 or the regulations thereunder, or under any similar or
analogous provisions of the laws of a state or other jurisdiction.
In particular, Client (and each employee, representative, or other
agent of Client) may disclose to any and all persons, without
limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of any
transaction within the scope of the engagement and all materials
of any kind (including opinions and other tax analyses) that are
provided to Client relating to such tax treatment and tax
structure. Client also agrees to use commercially reasonable
efforts to inform KPMG of any conditions of confidentiality
imposed by third party advisors with respect to any transaction
on which KPMG’s advice is requested. Such notification must
occur prior to KPMG providing any advice with respect to the
transaction.
b. For certainty, Section 5 of these Terms and Conditions shall
continue to apply in its entirety, and this Section 30 shall not
apply, to any tax services to which subsection 30(a)(i) and/or (ii)
above are not applicable. In this Section 30, the term “affiliate” is
interpreted as that term is used by the SEC with reference to
auditor independence rules.
c. In respect of any tax services to which subsection 30(a)(i) or
(ii) above are applicable, any reports or advice (“Tax
Deliverable”) released to Client in any form or medium shall be
supplied by KPMG on the basis that it is for Client’s benefit and
use only. If Client refers to or discloses in whole or in part any
Tax Deliverable to any third party, Client shall notify such third
party in writing as follows: that (i) the tax services performed by
KPMG for Client were designed to meet Client’s agreed
requirements only, as determined by Client’s needs at the time;
(ii) any product of the tax services should not be regarded as
suitable to be used or relied upon by any party wishing to acquire
any rights against KPMG other than Client; (iii) KPMG does not
assume any responsibility in respect of the tax services
performed for Client, any product of the tax services, or any
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judgments, conclusions, opinions, findings or recommendations
that KPMG may have formed or made, to any party except
Client; (iv) to the fullest extent permitted by law, KPMG accepts
no liability in respect of any such matters to any other person;
and (v) should any person or entity except Client choose to rely
on the tax services or any product thereof, that person or entity
will do so at their own risk. Notwithstanding the foregoing, (A) in
the event of a disclosure made by Client that is required by law,
that is made to a regulatory authority having jurisdiction over
Client, or that is made pursuant to subsection 30(a) above, no
such notification shall be required and (B) no such notification
shall be required with respect to disclosures expressly
authorized by the Engagement Letter.
d. If Client refers or discloses in whole or in part any Tax
Deliverable to any third party but does not notify such third party
in writing as required in subsection 30(c) above, Client shall
compensate KPMG and reimburse KPMG for and protect,
indemnify and hold harmless KPMG against any Claim incurred
by KPMG (including, without limitation, reasonable legal fees) as
a result of, arising from or in connection with any such reference
or disclosure, unless KPMG has agreed in writing with such
third party to accept responsibility and liability to to that third
party in respect of the tax services and the Tax Deliverable. If
any payment is made by Client under this subsection 30(d),
Client shall not seek recovery of that payment from KPMG at any
time. In this subsection 30(d), “KPMG” shall include KPMG and
its subsidiaries, its associated and affiliated entities and their
respective current and former partners, directors, officers,
employees, agents and representatives, and “Client” shall
include Client, Client’s affiliates and any other beneficiaries of
KPMG’s tax services. The foregoing indemnification obligations
shall apply regardless of the form of Claim, whether in contract,
statute, tort (including, without limitation, negligence) or
otherwise.
e. Treasury regulations under IRC section 6011 require
taxpayers to disclose to the IRS their participation in reportable
transactions and IRC section 6707A imposes strict penalties for
noncompliance. Client agrees to use commercially reasonable
efforts to inform KPMG if Client is required to disclose any
transaction covered by the Engagement Letter as a reportable
transaction to the IRS or to any state or other jurisdiction
adopting similar or analogous provisions. IRC section 6111
requires a material advisor with respect to a reportable
transaction to disclose information on the transaction to the IRS
by a prescribed date, and IRC section 6112 requires the material
advisor to maintain, and make available to the IRS upon request,
a list of persons and other information with respect to the
transaction. KPMG will use commercially reasonable efforts to
inform Client if KPMG provides Client’s identifying information to
the IRS under IRC section 6111 or 6112, or to any state or other
jurisdiction adopting similar or analogous provisions.
f. For engagements where services will be provided by a
KPMG International member firm with offices located in
California, Client acknowledges that certain of KPMG's
personnel who may be considered "owners" under the California
Accountancy Act and implementing regulations (California
Business and Professions Code section 5079(a);16 Cal. Code
Regs. sections 51 and 51.1) and who may provide services in
connection with the engagement, may not be licensed as
certified public accountants under the laws of any of the various
states.
31. DUE DILIGENCE SERVICES (TAX AND TRANSACTION
SERVICES)
a. The procedures KPMG will perform are limited to those
referred to in the Engagement Letter and its appendices. The
procedures KPMG will perform are limited in nature and extent to
those determined by Client to meet its needs and, as such, will
not necessarily disclose all significant matters about Target or
reveal errors in the underlying information, instances of fraud, or
illegal acts, if any. KPMG provides no assurance and makes no
representation regarding the sufficiency of the procedures either

for the purpose of the proposed transaction in the context of
which KPMG has been engaged or for any other purpose.
KPMG’s findings will not constitute recommendations to Client as
to whether or not Client should proceed with any proposed
transactions. In performing the procedures and reporting its
findings, KPMG will rely exclusively upon information provided to
KPMG by Target, its personnel and advisors, Client’s advisors,
and Client, and any publicly available information KPMG obtains,
and will not independently verify the accuracy or completeness of
such information. KPMG’s procedures with respect to Target’s
financial information will be substantially less in scope than any
audit or other attestation standards, including without limitation
those established by the Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board and the Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada.
Consequently, KPMG expresses no opinion and will provide no
other form of assurance on Target’s prospective financial
information, financial statements or Target’s internal control over
financial reporting.
b. Client agrees to review reports promptly and to advise
KPMG on a timely basis of any additional procedures Client
would like KPMG to perform or areas to address.
c. In the event KPMG performs procedures related to futureoriented financial information, KPMG will not compile, examine,
or apply other assurance procedures to such information and,
accordingly, will express no opinion or any other form of
assurance or representations concerning its accuracy,
completeness or presentation format. Future-oriented financial
information is based on assumptions regarding future events,
actual results will vary from the information presented and the
variations may be material.
d. Unless specifically requested by Client, KPMG is not
obligated to provide a copy of the report to Target for the
purpose of confirming Target’s representations concerning the
accuracy of the factual information presented in the report. If
Client would like Target to review the report, KPMG will require
Client and Target to indemnify KPMG for any Claims arising out
of or relating to such review on such terms and conditions
specified by KPMG in its sole discretion. In certain
instances,Client may request that KPMG’s report be distributed
to a third party for informational purposes. KPMG will consider
consenting to distribution based on such factors as the identity of
the third party and the third party’s intended use of the report. If
KPMG agrees to the distribution of the report to a third party,
Client agrees to execute and agrees to require the third party to
execute an agreement in the form provided by KPMG regarding
the release of information.
e. Client expressly acknowledges and agrees that if Client and
Target (as such terms are defined in the Engagement Letter) are
the same entity, that all references herein to “Target” shall be
deemed to be references to “Client”.
f. The provisions of subsections 3(c)-(d) and Section 6 shall
apply to information about Target provided to KPMG in the
course of performing the services under the Engagement Letter.
Client agrees to use all reasonable efforts to arrange for KPMG’s
access to Target’s personnel and advisors, business offices and
financial information as required for KPMG to perform the
services contemplated by the Engagement Letter.
g. If KPMG serves as independent auditors of Target or
another party disclosed to Client, or provides any other audit or
attestation services to Target or such other party (such as the
target of a contract compliance review or a party having a
connection to an investigation or proceeding), Client hereby
acknowledges and agrees that KPMG may be in possession of
confidential information concerning Target or such other party
that may be relevant to Client’s due diligence procedures or
other services KPMG is providing to Client under the
Engagement Letter and that such information will not be
disclosed to Client unless Target or such other party provides
prior written consent to such disclosure or provides such
information directly to Client or to the KPMG engagement team
serving Client for purposes of the services under the
Engagement Letter.
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32. LOBBYING
Unless expressly stated in the Engagement Letter, KPMG will
not undertake any lobbying activity, as that term is defined in all
applicable federal, provincial and municipal lobbyist registration
statutes and regulations, in connection with the engagement. In
the event that KPMG and Client agree that KPMG will undertake
lobbying activity in connection with the engagement, such
agreement shall be set out in an amendment to the Engagement
Letter.
33. LLP.
KPMG LLP is a registered limited liability partnership (“LLP”)
established under the laws of the Province of Ontario and, where
applicable, has been registered extra-provincially under
provincial LLP legislation. KPMG is a partnership, but its partners
have a degree of limited liability. A partner is not personally liable
for any debts, obligations or liabilities of the LLP that arise from a
negligent act or omission by another partner or any person under
that other partner’s direct supervision or control. The legislation
relating to limited liability partnerships does not, however, reduce
or limit the liability of the firm. The firm’s insurance exceeds the
mandatory professional indemnity insurance requirements
established by the relevant professional bodies. Subject to the
other provisions hereof, all partners of the LLP remain personally
liable for their own actions and/or actions of those they directly
supervise or control.
34. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION.
The parties shall, and shall cause both their and their respective
subsidiaries’, affiliates’ and associated entities’ current and
former officers, partners, directors, employees, agents and
representatives, to first attempt to settle any dispute arising out
of or relating to the Engagement Letter or the services provided
hereunder (the “Dispute”) through good faith negotiations in the
spirit of mutual cooperation between representatives of each of
the parties with authority to resolve the Dispute. In the event that
the parties are unable to settle or resolve a Dispute through
negotiation within 30 days of when one of the parties has notified
the other party of the Dispute by delivering a notice of dispute, or
such longer period as the parties may mutually agree upon, such
Dispute shall, as promptly as is reasonably practicable, be
subject to mediation pursuant to the National Mediation Rules of
the ADR Institute of Canada, Inc. that are in force at the time the
notice of dispute is delivered. Any Dispute remaining unresolved
for more than 60 days following the parties first meeting with a
mediator or such longer period as the parties may mutually agree
upon shall, as promptly as is reasonably practicable, be resolved
by arbitration pursuant to the Arbitration Rules of the ADR
Institute of Canada, Inc. (the “Arbitration Rules”) that are in force
at the time the Dispute is subject to arbitration. For certainty, the
parties hereby waive any right they may otherwise have to bring
a court action in connection with a Dispute. The parties also
waive any right they may otherwise have to bring or participate in
a class, collective or representative proceeding in connection
with a Dispute, whether in court or before an arbitrator. The
arbitrator’s decision shall be final, conclusive and binding upon
the parties, and the parties shall have no right to appeal or seek
judicial review of the arbitrator’s decision. For certainty, the
parties hereby waive any right of appeal which may otherwise be
available under applicable legislation or under the Arbitration
Rules. The place of mediation and arbitration shall be the city in
Canada in which the principal KPMG office that performed the
engagement is located. The language of the mediation and
arbitration shall be English.
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Appendix 6: Current developments
The following is a summary of the current developments that are relevant to the Entity:
Canadian Accounting Standards for Not for Profit Organizations
In 2015, the Accounting Standards Board (AcSB) created the Not-for-Profit Advisory Committee to act in an advisory capacity to the AcSB with respect to
accounting standards in Part III of the CPA Canada Handbook for not-for-profit organizations (NFPOs) in the private sector. The mandate of the committee
is to assist the AcSB in developing improvements to private sector not-for-profit accounting and reporting.
The AcSB has approved three projects to address the following accounting standards areas:
i. Accounting Standards Improvement – Phase 1

•
•
•
•

Tangible capital assets

•

Allocated expenses

Intangible assets
Works of art, historical treasures, collections and similar items
Related party transactions

ii. Accounting Standards Improvement – Phase 2

•
•

Controlled and related entities

•

Economic interests

Expense reporting by function and object

iii. Contributions – Revenue Recognition and Related Matters

•
•
•

Contributions
Size exemption ($500,000) for tangible capital assets and intangibles
Financial statement presentation

The first three revised sections to the CPA Canada Handbook - Accounting Part III were recently released, updating the standards relating to Tangible
Capital Assets, Intangible Assets and Collections.
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The key features of the new standards are summarized as follows:
Tangible Capital Assets & Intangible Assets (superseded sections 4431 & 4432 replaced by 4433 & 4434):
•

•

•
•

NFPOs are now directed to follow PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT, Section 3061, GOODWILL AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS, Section 3064,
and ASSET RETIREMENT OBLIGATIONS, Section 3110 in Part II of the Handbook for tangible capital assets and intangible assets held by NFPOs,
except for the guidance included in Sections 4433 and 4434 related to items such as contributed assets and write-downs of assets. Applying Section
3061 requires considering the guidance on componentization (see paragraph 3061.18), which was not previously required.
The new standard requires a tangible capital asset or intangible asset be written down to its fair value or replacement cost to reflect a partial
impairment of the asset when conditions indicate that the asset no longer contributes to an organization’s ability to provide goods and services, or
that the value of future economic benefits or service potential associated with the asset is less than its net carrying amount.
A list of examples of conditions that may be present to indicate impairment of tangible capital assets or intangible assets is provided.
NFPOs are directed to follow the disclosure requirements in IMPAIRMENT OF LONG LIVED ASSETS, Section 3063 in Part II for impairments of
tangible capital assets and intangible assets.

Works of art, historical treasures and similar items not part of a collection
•

NFPOs continue to account for works of art, historical treasures and similar items not part of a collection as tangible capital assets, intangible assets,
investments or as inventory type items depending on their intended use (i.e., in accordance with INVENTORIES HELD BY NOT-FOR-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS, Section 3032, and INVESTMENTS, Section 3051 in Part II, and Sections 4433 or 4434).

Collections (current section 4440 to be replaced by 4441):
•
•
•
•
•

•

Collections are to be recorded on the statement of financial position.
An NFPO is to make an accounting policy choice to record collections at cost or at nominal value and that choice is applied to all of its collections.
Guidance on determining cost has been added. A collection recorded at cost is to be written down to its fair value or replacement cost to reflect
partial impairment of the collection whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that its net carrying value may exceed fair value.
A list of examples of conditions that may be present to indicate impairment of a collection is provided.
Guidance on disposing of items in a collection has been added. For disposal of items contributed to a collection that are subject to external
restrictions, the gain or loss is to be accounted for in accordance with CONTRIBUTIONS — REVENUE RECOGNITION, Section 4410. However,
for items in a collection that do not have external restrictions and are disposed of, the gain or loss is to be recognized in the statement of operations.
An NFPO is to disclose whether the write-down of a collection is measured at the collection’s fair value or replacement.

The new sections are to be adopted for fiscal years beginning on or after January 1, 2019, on a prospective basis. Earlier adoption is permitted.
Further information on the Committee and future meeting topics can be found at the following link: http://www.frascanada.ca/standards-for-not-for-profitorganizations/acsb-not-for-profit-advisory-committee/meeting-notes/item83541.aspx
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Canada Revenue Agency Charities Education Program
The Canada Revenue Agency (“CRA”) announced The Charities Education Program (the “Program”) whereby 500 charities will be selected annually for a
visit by a CRA charity education officer to review its books and records, provide feedback on their accuracy and completeness and advice on how to address
potential issues. The Program’s objective is to help charities avoid common errors and to understand their obligations.
The charity review differs from an audit as CRA will provide a summary of findings and recommendations. We recommend that each organization discuss
these findings with KPMG prior to signing the summary of acknowledgement of their responsibility for the findings. More information can be found here
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/charities-giving/charities/compliance-audits/charities-education-program.html#wb-cont
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Cyber Security, Is your organization at risk?
Organizations are subject to increasing amounts of legislative and public pressures to show they are managing and protecting their information appropriately.
Simultaneously, the threats from cyber criminals and hackivists are growing in scale and sophistication. Organizations are also increasingly vulnerable as a
result of technological advances and changing working practices including remote access, cloud computing, mobile technology and services on demand.
The financial and reputational costs of not being prepared against a cyber-attack could be significant.
Cyber Security is not solely about Information Technology; it is fundamentally an operational and governance issue. Not-for-profit organizations should
develop an operations-wide understanding of their threats, safeguards, and responses. Preparing this summary diagnostic will require the involvement of
individuals in all areas of the organization, including those involved in hiring, procurement, customer relations and management. Key elements to consider
include:

•

Assessing the likelihood and intensity of a cyber-attack, based on the value of your information and your public profile

•

Assessing your vulnerabilities to a cyber-attack

•

Preparing your people, processes, infrastructure and technology to resist a cyber-attack, and to minimize its impact

•

Detecting a cyber-attack and initiating your response

•

Containing and investigating the cyber-attack

•

Recovering from a cyber-attack and resuming business operations

•

Reporting on and improving security

Not-for-profit organizations are at particular risk due to the information they maintain, including research data, member or student data, and health
information. The reputational risk of this information not being adequately protected can often outweigh the financial consequences of a breach.
Not-for-profit organizations need to review their operations and consider cyber risks, then assess the organization’s cyber maturity in addressing those risks.
Structured models for completing this exercise exist for organizations of all sizes, as no one is immune to the risk of a cyber-attack.
KPMG in Canada, in collaboration with Imagine Canada, presented a webinar called "Cyber Security: The new threat for Not-for-Profit Organizations". We
encourage you to view this webinar on Imagine Canada’s website at:
http://sectorsource.ca/resource/video/cyber-security-not-profit-organizations-presented-kpmg
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The importance of Enterprise Risk Management to a Not-for-Profit organization
Not-for-Profit organizations are facing unprecedented challenges in terms of ensuring that they can:

•

fulfill growing client, stakeholder and donor demands;

•

adapt to changing demographics;

•

strengthen corporate governance;

•

respond to greater transparency and accountability expectations;

•

attract and retain highly qualified and experienced staff;

•

meet ever increasing operating and capital needs;

•

rise to competitive challenges;

•

leverage information technology to improve service delivery and administration; and

•

protect and enhance brand and reputation.

Strong governance, supported by effective risk management, are foundational to a Not-for-Profit organization’s ability to anticipate and effectively respond
to these complex challenges. More information can be found here: The Importance of Enterprise Risk Management to a Not-for-Profit Organization
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